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Accessible yet sophisticated book that discusses the issues of immigration on a global level. Should people who are oppressed or simply
want a better life for themselves be able to move to countries that offer more opportunities? Or does immigration to these countries mean less
opportunities for the people who already live there? Are current immigration policies working? Are they fair?
This is book 3. Abigail Wilder isn't sure what to make of the situation she's currently stuck in. She doesn't want the pictures of her making love
with Nick leaked out, but at the same time, she doesn't want to fake marry Nick either. Can she dig herself in any deeper? contemporary
crush, love story, romance love, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series,
melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy, billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy, humor, rich,
quick read, serial, series, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed,
boxed set, romance, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, workplace, office, boss, work
Introduces the problem of terrorism, looking at some of its causes, how to effectively protect people from it, and how some security measures
can infringe on personal liberty and privacy.
Looks at the role of women during World War I, describing how they took on jobs that men traditionally worked, cared for the wounded, and
supported the war effort, and identifies problems they faced on the domestic front.
Be careful what you wish for. . . You just might get it. Nick Gautier is tired of his destiny. He doesn't want to be the son of a demon who's
fated to end the world. Nor does he want to see another demon or other preternatural creature who wants to kill or enslave him. He just wants
to be normal teenager and have normal problems like everyone else. But normality isn't all it's cracked up to be. When he gets sucked into an
alternate reality where his mother has married his mentor and his Atlantean god best friend has become a human geek, he begins to
understand that no life is free of pain, and that every person has a specific place in the universe . . . even the son of a hated demon. Most of
all, he sees that his powers aren't the curse he thought they were, and that the world needs a champion, especially a champion the world's
enemies can't imagine rising up to defend the very people he should destroy. Old enemies and new friends square off for a major battle that
will either restore Nick to his real world, or end him forever in #1 bestselling author Sherrilyn Kenyon's fifth novel in The Chronicles of Nick
series, Illusion.
Nick Gautier has enough trouble dealing with normal teenage problems: avoiding getting pummeled at school, talking to girls, staying out of
trouble. Now Nick is facing a whole new world of challenges. As his powers develop, Nick sees supernatural (and potentially dangerous)
creatures everywhere he looks. With the help of his Uncle Ambrose-who is actually Nick's future self communicating his thoughts across timeand his new tutor-the Grim Reaper-Nick must learn to control his abilities and elude the dark powers that seek to control him...
Each book in this series reveals the stories, people, and equipment behind the world's most dramatic rescues and police swoops.
Photographs capture the drama and excitement of the rescue missions, while concluding chapters look at the essential skills required by the
rescuers.

Warning! May contain triggers. Following his son’s kidnapping and subsequent rescue, Nick Hunter proceeds to track down and
eliminate every person involved in the crimes against his family. But where will the chase end? And has he bitten off more than he
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can chew? Hunter discovers a tangled net of human trafficking and corruption, and world-class players with a penchant for
disturbed obsessions. Gritty, dark, chock-full of suspense, this thriller is not for the faint-hearted.
If two children from both sides of a conflict could write to each other, what would they say? This hard-hitting but heartwarming
book tells of war and confilict in Afghanistan over the past ten years through the eyes of two fictional children who are
corresponding by letter, as penpals. One child, Kelly, is living in the United States; Fatimah is living in war-torn Afghanistan.
Discover the lives of ordinary people in a war-torn country and how conflict affects their daily lives.
From the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand to the Treaty of Versailles, this book gives an overview of the war. The
causes of the war are discussed, as well as key battles on land, air, and sea.
Commander Nick Hunter, from The International Force Against Terrorism (TIFAT), sits relaxing in a café on Cyprus, little knowing
that his holiday is about to be rudely interrupted. He unwittingly finds himself involved in a MI6 operation on the island, and he is
soon racing to save a group of their operatives. In a thrilling story that races across continents and takes the reader from the Suez
Canal to Rosyth in Scotland and to Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Tunisia, and includes an exciting chase on the Venice Simplon
Orient-Express, Nick Hunter and his colleagues from TIFAT desperately pursue a group of ruthless terrorists who are transporting
two "dirty bombs" to Europe. Battling against both terrorists and short-sighted politicians the TIFAT force do what they do best and
tackle the imminent threat to Britain and Europe posed by this deadly group of determined terrorists. This is the fifth book in the
Nick Hunter / TIFAT adventure series.
From strange archaeological marvels to unexplained crimes and mysterious events in nature, our world is full of mystery. Unsolved
Mystery Files takes readers on a journey to discover mysteries around the world and explore theories that have tried to explain
them over the years.
THE BRIDEGROOM'S DILEMMA by Lindsay Armstrong released on Jul 23, 2004 is available now for purchase.
High-Tech Olympics focuses on the new technologies used in sport today and how they are being used to help train world-class
athletes. It also includes diagrams to illustrate how technology has been used to develop state-of-the art sports equipment and an
Olympic records table to show how Olympic records have changed and some technological reasons why these may have
changed.
News outlets seem to be full of tips on how to reduce your carbon footprint, from biking to school and work to repurposing old
clothes and shoes. But what exactly is a carbon footprintand how do you know how big yours is? Readers will find answers to
these questions and much more through captivating content that takes on climate change, vehicle emissions, and wasting
electricity. Practical solutions to reducing readers carbon footprints compliment social studies and science information that
augment what they encounter in the classroom. Whether interested in the ecological impact of human actions on Earth or the
technology working to counter that impact, readers will find plenty to think about! Detailed sidebars, eco-focused fact boxes, and
bright, vivid photographs provide readers with even more knowledge about carbon emissions and how they affect the world.
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This book traces the life of Charles Darwin, from his early childhood and education through his sources of inspiration and
challenges faced, early successes, and the theories of evolution and natural selection for which he is best known. A timeline at the
end of the book summarizes key milestones and achievements of Darwin's life.
Jump into a sexy and funny, billionaire romance from USA TODAY and Wall street Journal bestselling author Sierra Rose. This
three book bundle includes: Book 1 - The Billionaire's Assistant Book 2 - The Billionaire's Proposal Book 3 - The Billionaire's
Temptation Bonus book 1 - The Billionaire Bargain Bonus book 2 - The Billionaire's Fake Girlfriend My name is Abigail Wilder. PR
maven extraordinaire. A credit to her industry. A savior to her clients. A razor-tongued blessing to those who employed her, and a
curse to those who stood in her way. (This was all printed on my business cards. In so many words.) But to him, my biggest client,
I was Abby. And to me, he was Nick. Nick keeps me busy with all his stunts and playboy ways. He gets in trouble and it's my job to
bail him out and make everything shine in a positive light. He's a pain in my ass! Far too wild for my taste. And now the board
wants to keep him on a leash until their big merger goes through. They want me to find him a girlfriend. Get someone to tame
Nick? Yeah, right. Damn, do I have my hands full. I wanted to give Nick my standard speech. The ‘fame is a fickle friend’ speech,
and tell him to keep his damn head down for once. But such speeches had never really worked on Nick. And to be honest, he was
right. The press did love him. They always had. They probably always would. He was their dream—a man who knew no limits. No
boundaries. Every page—an open book. Over the years, he’d become something of a folk hero. The crown prince of mayhem who
couldn’t be tamed. A source of constant entertainment and levity for the masses. But even by celebrity standards, Nick was a rare
breed. Because beneath that careless playboy persona, beneath all the money, and mischief, and that unquenchable sense of
adventure…he had a genuinely good heart. It was this ‘good heart’ his father’s company had hired me to promote. To protect. To
shine a spotlight on all the good things—half to highlight them, half to keep that same spotlight off everything bad. By protecting his
image, I was protecting their shareholders, and thus—doing my not inconsiderable part to contribute to the massive global
conglomeration that was his father’s company. The Hunter Corporation. The family’s crowning achievement. It's a tough job, but
somebody has to keep the gorgeous billionaire in check. And I guess that job belongs to me. contemporary crush, love story,
romance love, new adult romance, billionaire obsession, contemporary romance and sex, romance billionaire series, billionaire
bachelors series, billionaire romance, romantic comedy, billionaire, new adult, second chances, comedy, humor, rich, quick read,
serial, series, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed,
boxed set, romance, billionaire romance, seduction, sexy, sensual, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, workplace, office,
boss, work
What makes Suzanne Collins extraordinary? Read this book to find out. This title explores her childhood in Belgium and the USA,
including her father's strong influence on her writing. We look at her road to professional accomplishments, including her time as a
writer for television and her success with The Hunger Games trilogy. Read about others' perspectives on her life, how her life has
been different to women writers of the past, and how she has broken boundaries.
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How can a soldier survive extreme combat wounds? How does a sword-swallower gulp down a steel blade without killing
themself? How can some people's bodies and mental strength help them to survive extreme temperatures, deadly diseases and
natural disaster.
Describes how the Winter Olympics started, how they are organized, star performers, and what can be expected at the 2014
games in Sochi, Russia.
Did you ever hear the saying "there are two sides to every story?" This is especially true for major events in history. The details of
the same event can appear very different depending on the perspectives of the people involved. In this fresh take on history, read
about the lives of Elizabeth I of England and Mary, Queen of Scots from both queens' points of view.

"This book traces the life of Louis Pasteur, from his early childhood and education through his sources of inspiration and
challenges faced, early successes, and the work on pasteurization and vaccination for which he is best known. A timeline
at the end of the book summarizes key milestones and achievements of Pasteur's life."-This series teaches readers how money works. With the aid of case studies and word problems, readers will explore the
world of economics. Topics include currency, savings and checking accounts, interest rates, trading of goods and
services, and more.
Get ready for a hands-on romance with heart, humor, and loads of steam! The Hot Brits are back for more romantic
comedy adventures. I never meant to become the center of a scandal. One disgruntled client started a rumor that I offer
"special" massages at my spa. Now I need to get out of town for a while, so I go back to school to finish my long-overdue
university degree—in America. My beautiful faculty advisor seems like the perfect distraction from my problems, but I
really shouldn't flirt with her. Or try to kiss her. Or offer her a "special" massage… Maybe I can't help myself, but the sexy
American isn't having any of it. My British accent doesn't impress her, and neither does my age. A forty-year-old
sophomore? Not enticing, apparently. But I have skills she's never seen. If she'll let me show her, this could turn into the
best distraction in history. One Hot Rumor is the fifth book in the Hot Brits series of romantic comedies from Anna
Durand, author of the bestselling Hot Scot series.
In a universe where assassins make the law, everyone lives in fear—except for Syn. Born of an illicit scandal that once
rocked a dynasty, he always knew how to survive on the bloodthirsty streets. But that was then, and the future is now...
Syn was raised as a tech-thief until his livelihood uncovered a truth that could end his life. He tried to destroy the
evidence, and has been on the run ever since. Now trained as an assassin, he allows no one to threaten him. Ever. He is
the darkness that swallows his enemies whole. Shahara Dagan is the best bounty hunter in the universe. When Syn
comes back on the radar, she's the only one who can bring him to justice. There's only one problem: Syn is a close family
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friend who's helped out the Dagans countless times. But if she saves him, both of their lives will be on the line. Is Syn's
protection worth the risk? The only hope Shahara has is to find the evidence he buried long ago. Now it's kill or be
killed—and they, the predators, have just become the hunted... Born of Fire is the second book in bestselling author
Sherrilyn Kenyon's League series.
Presents an overview of offshore oil drilling, its history, the disaster on the Deepwater Horizon rig, and the debates
relating to its environmental impact and alternatives.
Disaster Relief reveals the stories, people, and equipment behind the world's most dramatic rescues. Stunning
photographs capture the drama and urgency of the missions, while concluding chapters look at the essential skills
required by disaster relief workers, how readers can pursue a career as a disaster relief worker, and what they should do
in the event of a real-life emergency.
They kidnapped his son. They killed his wife in front of his eyes. Now they want him to carry out the ultimate evil. Will he
do it? If it meant saving his son, is there anything a father wouldn't do? A fast-paced, edge-of-your-seat read that will
keep you turning the pages to the very end.
The Commonwealth Games are a thrilling festival of sport, bringing together athletes from around the world. Held every four years,
they celebrate the best that the Commonwealth has to offer. But how did they get their start, and how are they organized? Who
have been the star performers, and what can we expect at the 2014 Games in Glasgow? Read this book to find out all about the
Commonwealth Games.
Accessible yet sophisticated book that explains the growing problem of cyber bullying and offers good advice on how to deal with
it.
Liz Callaway is content with her life. She loves the safety and security of the convent walls around her and the peace of her faith.
She loves helping the pre-teen girls with their grown-up problems. Then the violent death of one of her charges crashes those
walls down, and her faith falters. Her pain is buried deep inside as she continue to exist until her sister's wedding and a lifechanging meeting with her new brother-in-law. Nick Hunter is caring and attentive toward her, careful and appropriate with her. He
makes her laugh, makes her feel, and her entire past comes rushing back. And she knows she can't live within those walls
anymore. So she ran away from her old life in Ohio, toward the future in Texas, to the one man who can make things right again.
To the one man who can truly help her heal. To Nick Hunter.
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